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ABSTRACT

In this paper Squeezed and Covariance States based on Schrodinger inequality and
their connection with other nonclassical states are considered for particular case of aiiisotropic
waveguide in LiNiO^.

Here, the problem of photon creation and generation of squeezed and Schrodinger
covariance states in optical waveguides is solved in two steps:

1. Quantization of electromagnetic field is provided in the presence of dielectric waveg-
uide using normal-mode expansion. The photon creation and annihilation operators are
introduced, expanding the solution A{r, t) in a series in terms of the Sturm - Louivelle
mode-functions.

2. In terms of these operators the Hamiltonian of the field in a nonlinear waveguide is
derived. For such Hamiltonian we construct the covariance states as stable (with nonzero
covariance), witch minimize the Schrodinger uncertainty relation.

The evolutions of the three second momenta of qj and pj are calculated . For this
Hamiltonian all three momenta are expressed in terms of one real parameter s only. It is
found out how covariance, via this parameter s, depends on the waveguide profile n(x, y),
on the mode-distributions uj(x,y), and on the waveguide phase missmatching A/J.



1 Introduction

In the last quarter of this century various generalizations of Glauber's coherent states
were subject, to intensive investigations [1] - [17] (For a complete list of references see the
review papers [l],[2],[3]). Squeezed States refer to the inherently nonclassical phenomenon
in which the quantum fluctuation in one of the quadrature components of boson operators
describing the state of the field are below the usual limit for a coherent state [4, 5] . In
optical waveguides this phenomenon has a wide interest, and a number of applications for
low-noise communications are proposed, see for example [6, 18].

It turns however, that in the literature those states can be found under different names:
Two photon coherent states, Squeezed states, Stoler's \z,a. > states, Correlated states,
etc. Recently, in [7] was proof that the above classes of states are equivalent. Also, it
was found that these states have more properties than only squeezing. Even more, some
states of the Stoler Z-classes do not exhibit squeezing. (See for example:[7, 8]). Here we
adopt the term Schrodinger Covariance States for those states, which have nonvanishing
covariance of the canonical quadrature components q and p of the boson annihilation
operator.

While classical treatment on the base of Maxwell equations of propagation of electro-
magnetic (cm.) field is enough to describe lot of processes in optical waveguides, quantum
mechanical treatment appeared to be important, when statistical properties of cm. field
become essential. Such are the cases of propagation of signals at long distance in optical
fiber (when ratio signal/noise becomes important to keep information in the channel),
rctranslators for communications systems, at super-sensitive systems working with week
signals etc.

A variety of quantization schemes were proposed. Quantum treatment was applied to
optical waveguides by Shapiro in 1980 [6], who showed that it is possible to get big ratio
signal/noise in optical waveguides on the base of two photon coherent squeezed states of
light in optical fibers. However the quantization was done without taking into account the
refractive index dependence n = n.(i, y) on transverse coordinates of waveguide structure.
Few years later, series of papers of Walls and collaborators [18] proposed quantization
of e.m. field in optical fibers for different, purposes, but their model was done on the
base of scalar representation of e.m. field, while exact treatment in waveguides requires
equations in vector form [19]. An other group of authors (J.Perina, M. Bertolotti and
collaborators) [20] have investigated nonclassical photon states in waveguides structures
mostly in nonlinear directional couplers. Quantum description of their model doesn't
consider space dependence of the refractive index in the waveguide. In the paper of
A.Mecozzi [21] a scheme ( for squeezed light generation with low pump power and short
interaction length ) on the base of optical waveguide coupler is proposed. In this treatment
quantization of e.m. field is done using classical coupled equations for slowly varying
components of the field. H.Haus and collaborators in series of papers [22] investigated
devices on the base of optical fibers, the quantization being done via Schrodinger equation,
which is solved in paraxial approximation. The same way was used by Krivoshlykov
et,al.['23j. In paper of Knight et.al. [24] quantization is considered for constant refractive
index of the core and cladding of the fiber. Their orthogonality condition does not include
the refractive index profile of the waveguide.

A common feature of the most these papers [18]-|20] is that the treatment of e.m. field

in the waveguide is done in case of week waveguides (An ss 0). In all above papers, the
quantization scheme is not canonical. First canonical quantization of e.m. field in fibers
was done by P, Drummond and collaborators [25] (investigating squeezing in solitons).
Later, in 1990 Drummond suggested [26] a technique of electromagnetic quantization in
general dispersive inhomogeneous nonlinear dielectrics. The treatment involves Lagrange
formalism from field theory in both papers. Here, we present an other (alternative)
quantization scheme in optical waveguides, also preserving the waveguide characteristics
without approximation. We have to note, that an original quantum theory of optical wave
propagation without recourse to cavity quantization was develop by Blow and collabora-
tors [37], using continuum field, which they apply to self-phase modulation and nonlinear
loop mirrors in fibers. Also, they show how the quantized field is related to the standard
quantum field theory.

The aim of this paper is to consider the problem of photon creation and generation
of squeezed and Schrodinger covariance states in anisotropic waveguides. The waveguide
is chosen to be nonlinear, nondispersive lossless media, with second order iionlinearity
x'2'(x>2/)- This provides the possibility to introduce Schrodinger covariance states. The
above problems are solved in two steps:

1.Quantization of electromagnetic field in the presence of dielectric waveguide using
normal-mode expansion, related to the Sturm - Louivelle equation.

2.Introducing Schrodinger covariance states in anisotropic waveguide on th e base of
Schrodinger uncertainty principle for two quantum mechanical observables.

2 Quantization in Optical Waveguides

In this section we will discuss quantization of electromagnetic field in optical waveguide
using the normal mode expansion method, related to the Sturm - Louivelle problem.
There is an other normal mode expansion method, to quantize the field, which involves
expansions in terms of plane-wave solutions of the Maxwell's equations. Bought methods
are subject to intensive investigations ( as one can see in [27]). There are some problems
in quantum electrodynamics, especially in nonlinear dielectric media[28]. We choose the
first method based on the expansion of the field in normal mode [17. 27], which is closely
related with the fundamentals of the electromagnetic theory of dielectric waveguides [29,
19]. It is important to note that according to Quantum Electrodynamics, the canonical
quantization is based on Lagrangian density function [25, 27, 28], which generate the field
equations for vector potential, with following quantization. To make these considerations
more closely related to applied knowledge we derive an alternative quantization of the field
in the waveguide from Maxwell equations, and compare the mode expansions of electric
and magnetic field with those in waveguide theory [29].

As a first step we will consider dielectric nonuniform medium, characterized by a
dielectric constant

t = €On'2(x:y)

which is independent of the z coordinate. The second step, the case of dielectric nonuni-
form and nonlinear medium ( anisotropic waveguide ), we will discuss in next section. The
function n(x,y) is known as a refractive index profile and generally assumes its highest



values near the axis. Let us start with Maxwell's equations in nonmagnetic media:

Vxl,f,() = - « (1)

V x B{f, t) = fioeon
2(x, y) ^ - + HQJ{T, t) (2)

V.S(f,t)=0 (4)

We suppose that in our model, there is no charges and currents. We introduce vector
potential A(f,t.) and applying Coulomb gage [30] and Helmholtz's theorem [31], get wave
equation

VM(f,r.)-
n*(x,y) d2A{f,t)

e2 dt2 = 0

and the solution of (5) is associated with Maxwell's equation by

dA{r,t)
E(f,t) = — dt

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

where u and (i are real parameters, and will be specified later. Then from equations (5),
(9), (10) we get the equation for un{x,y) in the form [31] (V? = £, + ^ )

Vfua(x,y) + \k2n\x,y) - j32}uo(x,y) = 0 (11)

We shell look for the solution of equation (5) following factorized form

where, the functions Z(z) and T(t) are subjected to obey the equations

dz2

where iin{x,i/) are the three components of the vector u, a — x,y,z. We observe, that
the equation for un is exactly the two dimensional stationary Schrodinger equation, with
potential U(x,y) - - (—) k'V(x,y).

There are no restrictions on equation (10), hence u has continuum spectrum (in cavity
UJ has discrete spectrum [17, 30]). There are limitations on equation (11) ( respectively
for (9)), which depend on boundary conditions in connection with particular shape of
the waveguide profile n{x,y). This imposes restrictions on possible values of propagation
constant 0 = 0}, where j can have discrete or continuous spectrum. For guides providing
confinement in two dimensions, such as strip guides or fibers, we need, of course, two
labels ji and j2. but only one j , is shown here for simplicity. With these comments, one
can write a particular solution for the vector potential amplitude

,y,z) = -iUj(x,y)Z3(z} (12)

The general solution of equation (5) is a superpositions of waveguide modes, and there
will be summation over the discrete and finite set of guided modes and the integration
over the continuous spectrum of radiation modes [29]: T,^^ + / / d)i4?2- Kogelnik ([29],
eq.2.2.57) has noted a formal analogy between the discrete and the continuous modes.

In the following, we shall take advantage of this analogy to simplify our notation by
writing; <Xj for ajlh and a{jujs); u3{x,y) for Ujin(x,y) and u{x,y;j,,j2);etc, and by
writing

Using this notation, one can write the vector potential as a series in terms of the modes
•3,3{x,y) and their complex conjugate

A{f,t) = -i (14)

where Oj are arbitrary dimensionless amplitude coefficients. The coefficients Cj account
the dimensions of A: hereafter the quantities Uj(2, J/), Zj {z) and T(t) are considered as di-
mensionless. In equation (14) A(f, t) is a real vector function of x, j / , 2, t, but Uj(x, y), Zj(z)
and T(t) are complex functions. From this solution we can restore the electric and mag-
netic fields ( restricting ourselves to the solutions T(t) and Z[z) of the form T(t) = e'Mt,
Z3(z) = t - ^ )

E(r,t) = ~X=u>' (15)

where B}{x,y,z) - -£V x (uj(xty)Zj(z)). Using again V = V, + z~ for B(f,t) we
can rewrite equation (16) as

where % - btj(x,y)+bZJ{x,y) and

bt,(x,y) = — — [V( x uZJ{x,y) + ij},z y. utJ(x,y)\,

bZJ{x,y) = --[Vt x«y(i,y)]

If we put the time-dependence function T(t) into dimensionless amplitude coefficient a3,
ftj(t) = djT(t), then the expressions (15) and (17) for the electric and magnetic fields
become

E{f,t) = uj'£Cj\a}u}{x,y)ZJ{z) + a*u'J{x,y)Z;(z}} (18)
j

B(f,t) = k^CAaM^yW*) - a$(z,y)Z;{*}) (19)

T



Let us introduce real canonical variables q}(t) and Pj{t) instead complex a3(t) and
a*{t) by the relations

l li
(20)

Note that the introduction of the photon energy hw is strictly a convenience at this
classical stage [62]. It has no quantum significance as yet.

Then we can represent the electric and magnetic field via canonical variables:

= | ^ J C1{wq1[u1{x,y)Z]{z)+i?i(x,y)Z'J(z)

Let vis consider the field energy for the ./-mode is per unit length of the waveguide

Li

(21)

(22)

where, the bar means time-average. Using (21) and taking into account the equality of
the mean energies of the electric and magnetic field, we obtain

M/ = C3(^ q] + pp J n\x, y) u-(x, y) • u,(x, y) dA (23)

where Ax is the plane, ortliogonal to the z axis, and dA — dxdy. Let us denote the area
integral as Aqi, which we will call quantization area [18],

K = r.,y) iTjix.y) -Uj(x,y) dA (24)

and chose the coefficient C} in such a manner [17], that the Energy per unit length of the
waveguide 1ms the form of Simple Harmonic Oscillator (SHO)

(25)

With this definition of C} we get the energy of the j-mode in canonical form

(26)

Now, we are going to quantize the electromagnetic field by conversion of dynamical vari-
ables q} and p ; into quantum-mechanical position and momentum operators q^ and p}.
which obey the usual commutation relation

\q,,p}'\ =

a

(27)

Thus, the operators for energy for the j-th mode of the field is

if _ 1i 2 -2 ^

or in terms of the boson operators

(uiqj + ipj) a\=\ — Y{uq}-i

(28)

(29)

-t l

(30)

Then full energy-density operator for the e.m. field in the waveguide, with linear
nonhomogeneous dielectric, takes the form of the Hamiltonian of system of free harmonic
oscillators

H^Y.\^<f,+vf) (31)

3 Covariance and Squeezed States in LiNbO-^-waveguide

In this section we will discuss the case of dielectric nonuniform and nonlinear medium-
anisotropic waveguide. A macroscopic quantum theory of electrodynamics in a nonlinear
medium which was presented by Shen in 1967 [33]. His quantization is based on the mode
expansion of the field, related to the Sturm - Louivelle equation. In the recent paper
[27] this mode expansion method was discussed as an alternative to the plane expansion
method. Hillery and Mlodinow [28] have point out some problems with the standard
quantum theory in nonlinear dielectric media, such as 1) creation of workable ordering
criterion in QED, 2) creation of microscopic model for this theory and 3) including the
material dispersion in consideration. Intensive investigations on these problems continue,
but most of them are still not completely done. We are going here to use the expressions
for interaction energy from Nonlinear Optics, to discuss some important nonclassical
properties of the light on the base of Schrodinger uncertainty principle [35].

During the last quarter of this century various generalizations of Glauber's coherent
states were subject to intensive investigations (Yuen [9], Stoler [10], Caves [17], Dodonov
et.al. [16], Perelomov [12], Beckers and Debergh [13]). It turns, however, that these
states can be found under different names in the literature: two photon coherent states
|/i, v > [9], squeezed states |a,£ > [17], Stoler's \z,a > states [10], correlated states
\u,v > [16]... Recently, (D.Trifonov in [7]), was proved that most of these families of
states (Yuen, Stoler, Dodonov et.al., Beckers and Debergh) are equivalent. Also, it was
found that these states have more properties than only squeezing. To emphases some of
these properties we choose the term for them: Schrodinger covariance states .

Now we are going to consider anisotropic waveguide ( for example this could be Ti :
LiNbOi - waveguide ) in particular case of parametric amplification. For this interaction,
we have three waveguide modes i,j,k with frequencies Wi,(jj3lo;2 respectively

= W3 - (JJ-2



where LJJ is a signal wave frequency, wj is a pump wave frequency and IA>2 correspond
to the idler wave. ( In case of degenerate parametric amplification wi = UJ2 = w, i.e.
T\(t) = T-2(t)) Prom (18) and (25), we get for the complex amplitude of input mode

and similar for output modes i and k with frequencies wi and W2, respectively.
As it is well known (see for example [34]), interaction energy density has the form:

(0 + c.c, (32)

where for a, fi, v we have summation over apace coordinates x, y, z. Here, the superscripts
(1), (3), (2), are associated with the frequencies uj, w3, wj.

In general, it is necessary to introduce a new index ( for Wf, where / = 1,3,2. As far,
as we consider a particular case of parametric interaction x'a'{u/i = 1̂3 — W2) with only
three frequencies, we can simplify our notation

as it was done in (32). Also, as we mention that in previous section, all three u>i have
continuous spectrum in a waveguide. Some authors, like Perina [20] consider w as a
value with discrete spectrum connected with /?. This takes place in a cavity, but in the
waveguide this is wrong.

The second notation, which we wont to make, is to not mystify indexes i,j,k with (:
indexes i,j,k represent summation over all modes in the waveguide, hence

and even they could take integration (see notation (14) and [29]), while index I shows how
many frequencies and fields take part in our interaction, and for each of them we have,
in general, different, mode expansion like (18) or (21). This question should be precised
in the expression for electric field in work [18], too, In our particular case we consider
interaction only between fundamental modes, and we have just only one mode in each
expansion, as that is following from waveguide dispersion j3j — 0j(ui) (see for example
[29, ]<J]). Hence, we can omit summation over i,j, k in expression (33).

Here we consider pump wave eiassically, but idler and signal wave quantum mechani-
cally. For them we have expressions in terms of canonical operators £,• and p3 (and hence
in terms of hj and a*), so we can get the interaction Hamiltonian in the waveguide:

(34)

' dA dz • &
JO

Here we introduce a parameter s:
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H.c.

- = *~A£ (35)

f v£\x< V)X1^ u^yhtfir, y) dA f Zi3)(z)Z^'(z}Zl-2)'(z) dz
•> Ate JO

where T3(i) = e""3', Z{l\z) = e^"''*, I = 3,1,2. We treat our waveguide as lossless,
and it is easy to show that parameter s is real. Then in case of degenerated parametric
amplification &i = a2 = a, CJ, = w2 = u/, w3 — 2w from (31) and (34) the full Hamiltonian
is

H = H° + H' = hu(aa? + ~) + Us [T3{t)aa + T;(t}tfa1\ (36)

Now, we will show that operators d and a1, respectively q and p, witch represent the
quantum behavior of the light in optical waveguide with Hamiltonian (3G), express more
properties than only squeezing. From (36) we deduce the Heizenberg equations of motion
for:

dt
dh
-dt = ~iM

If we introduce quadrature operators

X(t)

then our system becomes very

with solution

= — [&*«*
simple

dX(t)
dt

dY{t)
dt

X(t) =

nt) =

- i s e-^'af

i)+ate-.M-

-SX(t)

SK(t)

(37)

(38)

(39)

(40)

As we mentioned before (20) canonical variables and their operators q and p respectively,
d, fit are function of time. Now we are able to express the time evolution of q and p via
quadrature operators:

p(t) = -[

or via creation and annihilation operators

(41)

Mt + i sinh(st)e

p(t) = - » [ y Y [a(0)(cosh(st)e-<»1 - i sin

of(0){cosh{st)e^ + i sinhisty'^)

9

(42)

T



Our aim now is to examine the squeezing and the covariance properties of the obtained
solutions (40) and (42) for the e.m. field in the waveguide.

The commonly used squeezed states in quantum optics (the Stoler's states \z,a> [10],
the two photon coherent states |//, v > of Yuen [9], the correlated states of Dodonov et.al.
|u, v > [16]) are equivalent to each other up to phase factors [7, 8]. The important common
feature of this classes of states is that they minimize the Schrodinger uncertainty relation
for the quadrature components of the boson annihilation operators a. The Schrodinger
uncertainty relation was established [35], [36] for any two quantum observable A and B
and reads

(AA)'2
AB + BA

> - < AxB>
AB-BA

< = > (43)

where the brackets < . > denote the quantum mean value and a\ =< A2 > — < A >2 is
the dispersion ( quantum fluctuation of A). Introducing the covariance CA,B of A and B

1
CAB = ^< AB BA> - B

the Schrodinger uncertainty relation is rewritten as

(44)

(45)

For the states \tj>: c > with zero covariance, cAB = 0, the Schrodinger uncertainty relation
coincides with the Heizenberg uncertainty relation. For the canonical operators q and p,
the Heizenberg uncertainty relation reads

(46)

which shows, that the equality in (46) could be maintained in states with

(47)

u>a'2 = o^juj = h/2. The ease is realized in Glauber's coherent states. The state \tp; 0 >, is
squeezed if UJO"̂  ( or a'^/ui ) is less than h/2. If in addition (47) is satisfied, such squeezed
states are called "ideal squeezed states" [11, 3].

The most general form of Hamiltonian preserving the equality in the Heizenberg un-
certainty relation was found by D. Trifonov in 1974 [14]. The most general Hamiltonian,
which keeps equality in Schrodinger uncertainty relation for q and p is found to be general
quadratic form in a and a1 [7, 8]. Our Hamiltonian (36), which describes the parametric
amplification in anisotropic waveguide, is a particular quadratic one and therefore will
keep also the equality in Schrodinger uncertainty relation.

States |(/'; c > with nonvanishing covariance, CAB =h 0 will be called covariance states.
If in addition in |i/>;r > the equality in Schrodinger uncertainty relation holds this states
will be called Schrodinger covariance states. It is clear from this definition, and from
the form of (45) that covariance states are not necessarily squeezed states. Among this
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states, there are states with y/uja,, ( or ap/^/H> ) less than the standard limit of h/\/2
(squeezed states) and states with both •Juaq and avj'^fui greater than ft/i/2 (stretched
states). For example the Yuen two photon coherent states \ji, v > [9] ( and the correlated
states \u, v > [16] ) are stretched when Re(fii/') or \v]2 > Re(uv")). As noted in
[7] the photostatistics in such covariance states could be different from that in the " ideal
squeezed states". The latter's provide the equality in the Heizenberg uncertainty relation
and thus are states with vanishing covariance of q and p.

We have to note that in papers [16, 15] states, which minimize the Schrodinger uncer-
tainty relation were called correlated states and Schrodinger intelligent states, respectively.
The term Schrodinger covariance states is slightly more restrictive, but more adequate for
such states with nonvanishing covariance.

Let us examine from the Schrodinger uncertainty relation point of view, the evolu-
tion of the three second momenta aq(t), ap{i) and cqp{t) in our waveguide (i.e. for the
Hamiltonian (36) ).

In terms of two quadrature operators X(t) and Y(t) (equation (38)) we quite easily
obtain the formulas

ax(t) = cXY(t) = cxv(0) (48)

which show that the covariance is kept constant, while the fluctuations ox{t) and ayy)
are varying in the opposite way - one is squeezing, the other is stretching. From the (48)
we have the equality in (45) for any t > 0,

(t) al (t) = 1
4^ (49)

The explicit formulas (48) show that any initial state \ip; c > at late time in our waveguide
will be necessarily squeezed (for X or Y). If the initial state is Schrodinger covariance
state for X and Y (or with zero covariance) it will stay Schrbdinger covariance state (or
with zero covariance) at later time. In physical situations the input, held is in Glauber's
coherent state \a >, in which = (r'2p(0)/ui = ft/2, t,p(0) = 0. Then for the^ p

canonical quadrature operator q and p the direct calculations of the evolutions of the
second momenta would yield

= — (l + 2 sinh3(s() - sinh(2st) sit

ho
T

h

sinh(2st) sin

Cqv(t) = - - sinh(2st) cos(2u;i)
z

(50)

(51)

(52)

One can easily check that these explicit formula for the second momenta oq{t), <rv(t)
and cqv(t) obey the equality in Schrodinger uncertainty relation (45). Expressions (50),
(51) are particular cases of the time evolutions of the second momenta ffq(t) and crp(£),
calculated in the second paper [14] for general quadratic Hamiltonians.

We obtained, that in our model of the waveguide the fluctuations of q and p and their
covariance cqp depends on one real parameter s only ( while the family of all Schrodinger
covariance states is determined by two real parameters [7, 8] ). Its physical meaning is
clear from the definition (35): the value of s depends on the spatial mode distributions

11



u(x,y), on the x'2l> o n t n e waveguide phase missmatching A/3, and on the waveguide
profile n(x,y), taking place in the quantization area Aq}.

Formulas (50) - (52) show, that the initial Glauber's coherent states evolves in time
as squeezed covariance state (up to oscillations with frequency w). The shape of time
evolution of the three second momenta strongly depends on the ratio s/oj.

4 Conclusions

In this paper we discussed quantization of the electromagnetic field in dielectric nonuni-
forin and nonlinear medium - anisotropic waveguide. Quantization of the field is derived
from the Maxwell's equations, witch ( in the waveguide problem for the monochromatic
travelling waves along z axis ) are reduced to the Sturm - Louivelle equation for the
z, ^-depending factor u(x,y) of the vector potential A(r, t). The photon creation and
annihilation operators are introduced, expanding the solution A{f, t) in a series in terms
of the Sturm - Louivelle mode functions.

In terms of these operators the Hamiltonian of the field in the waveguide of the field
saves the special quadratic form (36). For such Hamiltonian we construct the covariance
states as stable ( with nonzero covariance ), witch minimize the Schrodinger uncertainty
relation and calculate the evolution of the three second momenta of q and p. For this
Hamiltonian all three momenta are expressed in terms of one real parameter s only. We
provide a formula for explicit calculation of the value of 1s.
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